
Learn About Amazon Delivery Jobs: The Only Guide You’ll Need to Become an
Amazon Delivery Driver

Description

You might wish to become an Amazon Flex driver if you want to work from home or make extra money.
Whatever the reason, Amazon Flex is an attractive side hustle option.

However, before applying for Amazon Flex employment, you need to know a few essential factors.
How much can you, for example, earn as an Amazon delivery driver? What exactly is the Amazon Flex
driver application process? Can Amazon cancel your account on the fly? All of this and so much more.
But don’t be concerned. This guide will teach you all you need to know about becoming an Amazon
driver.

What Exactly Is Amazon Flex?

Amazon Flex is an Amazon delivery initiative in which independent drivers or contractors use their
vehicles to fulfill Amazon items. Have you ever received an Amazon package from someone who was
not wearing a uniform or driving a branded vehicle? Then they were an Amazon Flex driver.
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The Benefits and Drawbacks of Amazon Delivery Driver Jobs

Is the job as an Amazon Flex driver too good to be true? Let us examine the advantages and
disadvantages.

The Benefits

You will be in charge.
High and regular compensation in comparison to comparable positions
Low customer interaction
Flexible schedule
Perks & Benefits

The Drawbacks

It isn’t easy to consistently get shifts since
Unlike ride-sharing applications, you must compete for shifts with a pool of hundreds of drivers.
Time blocks may not always be realistic to finish a higher number of deliveries.

What are the Amazon Flex Delivery Driver Qualifications?

While anybody can apply to be an Amazon Flex Driver, they must meet specific standards to be
selected. The following summarizes the driver and vehicle standards you must meet to drive for
Amazon. You must, however, first reside in a city where Flex works. The following is a complete list of
cities where Amazon hires Flex drivers.

Minimum Amazon Delivery Driver Qualifications

Be at least 21 years old
Have a Social Security number
Have a valid U.S. driver’s license
Have valid auto insurance
Have proof of registration
Have a bank account for direct transfer of funds
You must pass a background check. In the last seven years, you must have had no criminal
records and a clean and safe driving record.
Smartphone. iPhone 6s or later with iOS13 or higher; or an Android phone with at least 2GB of
RAM and Android 6.0 or higher

Minimum Vehicle Specifications

A four-door sedan, minivan or van, SUV, or pickup truck with a covered bed should suffice. The vehicle
needs vary depending on the type of deliveries required. Amazon permits any four-door car with no
restrictions on age, size, or several doors for Amazon Fresh and Prime Now purchases as long as it
can safely complete journeys. However, they only allow mid-sized or larger automobiles for typical
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Amazon orders. If you have a two-door automobile, Amazon will not accept your application because
such vehicles may not have adequate package space. Furthermore, Amazon does not accept trucks
with exposed beds. You can drive borrowed or rented cars if you have the proper papers, such as
registration, insurance, license, and permits.

Amazon Flex Driver Job Categories

Amazon Flex provides the following delivery options.

Amazon Logistics

These are typical Amazon driver jobs that need you to deliver Amazon Prime and regular packages.
Regular, same-day or next-day delivery may be required. This job could be ideal if you own a vast car.

You must move packages within 3 to 6 hours. The local Amazon warehouse will provide the routes. As
soon as you finish deliveries, you can call it a day or pick up another block to fulfill additional orders.
The number of packages you must deliver may differ based on where they are picked up.

You will have little client involvement because most consumers are not at home and want a product
dropped in a safe and secure location or on a doorstep. If you cannot leave the package safely, you
must return it to the distribution center. You must also retry the delivery at a different time. Making
many stops may be difficult unless you secure blocks focusing on apartment complexes in busy places.

Prime Now

Only Amazon Prime members can access Prime Now, a rapid delivery service. Amazon Flex delivery
drivers only have one or two hours to finish Amazon Prime delivery jobs. Because of tips, it is a highly
competitive market for Amazon Prime delivery drivers. You will earn a more extensive base salary and
keep 100% of all tips. Customers can tip Amazon Prime drivers directly through Prime Now. Additional
criteria may apply based on the goods you deliver for Amazon Prime. For example, you may want
insulated bags or other containers to deliver hot or frozen things.

Amazon Fresh

Amazon Fresh delivery positions necessitate frequent client involvement. The order is filled at the
distribution center, and you must bring the groceries to the customer or a pickup point as an Amazon
Fresh driver. Typically, delivery blocks last 2-4 hours.

Store Orders

You must pick up things from nearby stores and deliver them to customers. Delivery windows range
from 2-4 hours.

Instant Offers These Amazon delivery jobs are only accessible in a few cities. Delivery times range
from 15 to 45 minutes. You must be near a Prime Now or Whole Foods shop to receive quick offers.
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How to Enroll in Amazon Flex

The Amazon Flex application process is described in detail below. If no jobs are available in your city,
you may be requested to join the waitlist.

Step 1: Get the Amazon Flex App.

The Android and iOS versions of the Amazon Flex driver app are available. Download the app from
Google Play or the Apple App Store, sign in with an existing Amazon account, or create a new one.
You must specify your name, email address, and password to create a new account.

Step 2: Allow Access

The flex app will ask permission to access your device’s camera, current location, and phone condition.
Allow Amazon access so that it may assist you with navigation, scan packages for pickup and delivery,
and verify the phone number and activity.

Step 3: Respond to Qualifying Questions

Following that, you must respond to qualifying questions, such as your zip code, car type, and
availability.

Step 4: Provide Additional Details

You must also provide details about your professional experience and educational background.
Amazon requires this information to run a background check. You must also provide tax and bank
account details to get paid via direct deposit. You have the option of being paid as a person, S
Corporation, or LLC. After completing the process, you must wait for the background check to be
approved and watch some helpful training videos.

How to Check the Status of Your Amazon Flex App

You will receive a welcome message once Amazon has completed your background check and
accepted your Amazon delivery driver application. A background check should take no more than five
business days. If you do not receive any updates after that, you should contact Amazon Flex support.
You can contact them by email at amazonflex-support@amazon.com or by phone at 888-281-6906,
open daily from 8:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. PT.

If Amazon does not approve your application, they will explain why such as

• A failed background check

• Insufficient documents.

• A smartphone or vehicle that does not meet their needs.
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What Do Amazon Flex Drivers Get Paid?

Flex drivers earn between $18 and $25 per hour, according to Amazon. Indeed, the average Amazon
Flex salary is $21.36/hour.

However, your actual Amazon Flex compensation will be determined by various criteria, including:

• your location

• the time it takes to make deliveries

• the number of offers you can sign up for, and many others.

• The number of tips you receive

Customers can provide you with feedback within 48 hours of delivery. To maximize your chances of
receiving tips, you must continually provide exceptional customer service. Whether you’re waiting at an
Amazon pickup site or out on a delivery, the base rate of Amazon driver pay is $18/hour, with or
without tips. Opportunities will be available throughout the week, so there will always be an opportunity
to earn.

Surge Pay on Amazon

Amazon Flex compensation can reach $55 per hour during peak season or bad weather.

This is known as surge pay. Here’s a screenshot showing the salary of a driver offered $275 for a 5-
hour block of deliveries in Seattle. That comes to $55 per hour!

If Flex drivers do not pick up offers or blocks soon, Amazon automatically boosts the payout to make it
more attractive. When the blocks are freed, the surge is sometimes already applied. This eliminates
the need to wait to see if it will surge. Reserved blocks are also available pre-surged.

Surge blocks can be longer, shorter, or the same length as a typical route.

However, not every driver is eligible for surge incentives. Amazon contract drivers are hard to come by
in many cities, let alone on a surged block. You may not receive increased offers if your location is
oversaturated with Amazon Flex drivers or has low order volume.

When Does Amazon Flex Pay Appear?

The Amazon Flex app allows you to track your earnings. Flex drivers are paid twice a week (Tuesday
and Friday) through direct deposit to the bank account specified at sign-up time. Payments are credited
within 24 hours of receipt. And, if the delivery is tip-eligible, the money is credited once all tips have
been finalized, ideally within 24-48 hours of delivery.

As independent contractors, Amazon delivery drivers are taxed. As a result, you must pay your taxes.
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You will be sent 1099 tax information to complete your tax return.

When Can Amazon Flex Deactivate Your Account?

The following are some of the reasons why Amazon Flex may deactivate your account.

• Late deliveries

• Stealing or damaging packages

• Consistently being late for shifts

• Poor customer service or too many customer complaints

• Missing shifts

• A high number of ‘undeliverable’ packages

• Undeliverable packages not returned to Amazon promptly

• Not carrying hot or cold bags for pick up and delivery

• Inactivity or not scheduling a shift for 180 days

They will, however, send you cautions or notifications in advance to allow you to correct your errors.
However, repeated infractions will result in account deletion. You have ten calendar days from the date
of the notification to file an appeal.

Last Words on Becoming an Amazon Flex Driver

Is Amazon Flex a good fit for you? You won’t know unless you give it a shot. The best thing about
Amazon Flex employment is their flexibility. You can work from home and choose your schedule based
on your availability. You will have more time to work on your objectives.
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